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Abstract— This paper addresses delay/disruption tolerant
networking routing under a highly dynamic scenario, envisioned
for communication in vehicular sensor networks (VSNs) suffering
from intermittent connection. Here, we focus on the design
of a high-level routing framework, rather than the dedicated
encounter prediction. Based on an analyzed utility metric
to predict nodal encounter, our proposed routing framework
considers the following three cases. First, messages are efficiently
replicated to a better qualified candidate node, based on the
analyzed utility metric related to destination. Second, messages
are conditionally replicated if the node with a better utility metric
has not been met. Third, messages are probabilistically replicated
if the information in relation to destination is unavailable in the
worst case. With this framework in mind, we propose two routing
schemes covering two major technique branches in literature,
namely: 1) encounter-based replication routing and 2) encounter-
based spraying routing. Results under the scenario applicable to
VSNs show that, in addition to achieving high delivery ratio for
reliability, our schemes are more efficient in terms of a lower
overhead ratio. Our core investigation indicates that apart from
what information to use for encounter prediction, how to deliver
messages based on the given utility metric is also important.
Index Terms— VSNs, VANETs, DTN, routing framework,
message replication, efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN RECENT YEARS, a new infrastructure for monitoringthe physical world is emerging, named Vehicular Sensor
Networks (VSNs) [1]. VSNs consist of highly dynamic
mobile vehicles equipped with on-board sensors to relay data
messages via wireless communication, and are envisioned to
support a variety of urban monitoring and safety applications
such as cooperative traffic monitoring, prevention of collisions
and road surface monitoring.
Different from traditional wireless sensor networks,
vehicles in VSNs are not limited by energy, and can process
high complexity mobile computing based on the powerful
processing units. Furthermore, since vehicles move at relevant
high speeds, the topology of network is highly dynamic and
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the network topology may be even frequently disconnected.
Such network properties, which are concerned by the research
related to Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [2],
make routing in VSNs a challenge due to the intermittent
connection. Here, DTNs were originated from interplanetary
communication, and have been widely envisioned for a
range of terrestrial applications including Vehicular Ad hoc
NETworks (VANETs) [3] and sensor networks [4].
Routing in DTNs aims to achieve high message delivery
ratio, along with a low redundancy and delivery delay.
Here, messages are relayed at each encounter opportunity
and eventually delivered by destination via the Store-
Carry-Forward (SCF) routing mechanism, concerning a
contemporaneous end-to-end path towards destination is
unavailable. As reviewed in [5], although forwarding a
message using single copy [6]–[8] (meaning no message
copies will be generated) guarantees low redundancy, the
routing performance dramatically suffers from low delivery
ratio and high delay. In contrast, it is more effective to
generate multiple message copies [9], which promotes fast
diffusion and increases the possibility that one of them would
be delivered before a given message expiration deadline.
It is worth noting that although the latter operation increases
message delivery ratio, the suffered replication redundancy
inevitably deteriorates the routing efficiency.
Concerning how to balance these objectives, mainly two
branches of researches have made contributions to solving this
problem in literature, where:
1) The former branch replicates messages to any better
candidate node based on the utility metric [10]–[14],
where the utility metric can be defined in various ways
based on the historical encounter information. Note that
the number of copies that a message can be replicated
is unlimited in this branch.
2) The latter branch however limits the number of
replicated copies of a message up to L, together
with selecting the candidate node via utility
metric [15]–[18]. Here, L is decided in relation to
underlying scenario.
In comparison, the latter branch benefits more from the
scenario where nodes are highly mobile to deliver messages
in an efficient way, whereas the former branch guarantees
the delivery reliability with a trade off additional replication
redundancy in a relatively low dynamic network. Despite of
these contributions, previous works do not adequately consider
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the following two limitations:
• Due to an infrequent encounter in sparse VANETs [19]
or VSNs,1 the candidate node with a better quality might
not be available. In this case, to still keep messages until
this given candidate node is met, would however result
in a longer delivery delay. This situation is critical and
often happens, when the nodal utility metric is unstable
due to highly dynamic characteristic.
• Due to the same reason, the candidate node selection
operations might not be performed, if the information
in relation to destination is unavailable. Although using
flooding scheme such as Epidemic routing [9] is straight-
forward, it is however inefficient considering the resource
constraint in the network. Here, the resource constraint
normally refers to limited bandwidth for transmitting
messages given short encounter duration, or limited buffer
space to persistently carry messages.
Concerning the nodal mobility for prediction, as pointed
out in [20], our interest focuses on the routing schemes in the
branch2 exploring the nodal encounter history as stochastic
process for prediction [13], different from those in another
branch making prediction based on their mobility patterns [21].
It is known that, apart from the number of encounters [10]
and encounter duration [22] adopted by previous works,
the inter-meeting time [13], [23] as another important
factor3 measures how regular pairwise nodes will encounter.
In literature, it has been shown that using more encounter
information helps to improve the routing performance.
However, even though a short inter-meeting time indicates
a frequent encounter, the short encounter duration may deteri-
orate message delivery considering the limited bandwidth for
transmitting large size messages. Given the nature of SCF
routing behavior that messages are stored for a long time
in nodal buffer until a new encounter happens, the limited
buffer space may be insufficient for storage purpose, even
if they have been successfully transmitted thanks to a long
enough encounter duration. In light of this, apart from a
well designed routing framework and a useful utility metric
for candidate node selection, it is also essential to manage
message transmission and storage.
Instead of focusing on predicting nodal encounter,
we address routing in DTNs from another aspect, by
designing a reliable and efficient routing framework that
can be generalized for other routing schemes in literature.
Therefore, any prediction for opportunistic encounter based
on our proposed routing framework, can facilitate the
communication in VSNs where the intermittent connectivity
is concerned. Below are our contributions in this article:
1In VANETs or VSNs, network nodes are normally connected in a sparse
mode and also opportunistically. As such, this type of networks is expected
to experience frequent network fragmentation in rural locations with sparsely
populated roads, and also during non-busy hours such as late night.
2The schemes in former branch are normally applied for highly dynamic
and sparse scenario, such as VSNs with a light number of vehicles.
3For example, assuming the encounter duration between any two nodes is
same, two nodes may encounter 2 times in 1 hour, as compared to those
with the same movement interest may encounter 2 times with 10 minutes.
Obviously, a shorter inter-meeting time implies a more frequent encounter
opportunity.
We analyze the encounter factors affecting the message
delivery, then define a utility metric based on jointly
considering the nodal encounter history information. Further
to this, we propose a replication based routing scheme, namely
Encounter-Based Replication Routing (EBRR), consisting of
three phases:
• The Utility Replication Phase controls replication redun-
dancy, by selecting the candidate node via the utility
metric. Considering the nodal mobility of possible next
hop, only the node with a higher delivery potential
reserves the bandwidth and buffer space for receiving
message copies.
• The Conditional Replication Phase enhances the delivery
reliability, given that the message delivery will be
degraded if the better candidate node is not met. Here,
the condition depends on the utility metric and message
remaining lifetime.
• The Probabilistic Replication Phase considers the worst
case, that the historical encounter information in relation
to destination is unavailable due to rare encounter. Here,
the replication probability depends on message remaining
lifetime and its number of copies.
By generalizing the properties of EBRR, we further propose
a spray4 based routing scheme, namely Encounter-Based
Spray Routing (EBSR) scheme, in which the number of
replications for each message is limited by an initialized value.
It is worth noting that compared to EBRR replicating message
copies without a limitation of L, EBSR which distributes and
relays (L − 1) message copies, is proposed for achieving a
lower overhead ratio and therefore performs better in resource
constrained network. However, EBSR suffers more from
delivery deterioration in a relatively low dynamic network due
to replicating a limited number of message copies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Following a
summary of related work in Section II, Section III presents the
assumption and discussion for the encounter factors affecting
the message delivery. We then propose the EBRR and EBSR
in Sections IV and V respectively, together with a discus-
sion on their properties. In Section VI, their performance
are evaluated and compared with other well known routing
schemes, followed by the conclusion made in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
First, we introduce two benchmark routing schemes. Direct
Delivery (DD) [24] only relays each message if the destination
is in proximity. Although this scheme performs only one
transmission, it suffers from dramatically low delivery ratio
and high delivery delay. Epidemic [9] blindly floods each
message to achieve the high delivery ratio. However, this
scheme only performs well if there is no contention exists
in relation to bandwidth and buffer space, because it results in
huge replication redundancy. In order to reduce the replication
4The term “spray” means given predefined value L , each message can only
be replicated for (L −1) times. Note that the initialization of L is application
dependent, e.g., based on number of nodes in network to support delay tolerant
requirement, since using more message copies expedites delivery. In this
article, we set L equals to the 10% number of nodes in network, by referring
to [15].
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redundancy, the following two branches have been investigated
in literature.
A. Not Limiting the Number of Copies for Replication
A variety of history encounter information could be used
to define a utility metric for encounter prediction. The value
of utility metric is updated when pairwise nodes encounter,
as a criterion to qualify the delivery potential of each node.
In literature, the forwarding based routing schemes [6]–[8]
have paid extensive attention on the definition of utility
metric, in case that there is no additional message copies
replicated through communication. Upon these contributions,
the replication based routing schemes focus more on
enhancing the message delivery in sparse networks, if any
encountered node to which messages are replicated, is
qualified with a higher delivery potential [10]–[14]. Targeting
to VANETs scenario with the same network properties
of VSNs, Packet Oriented Routing (POR) [25], Resource
Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN (RAPID) [13] have
showed their good performance. Further to these, Approach-
and-Roam (AaR) [12] which estimates a movement range
of destination and geographically replicates messages for
delivery, shows both its delivery reliability and efficiency
under such highly dynamic scenario. To enhance routing
efficiency, Delegation Forwarding (DF) [26] enables message
to cache an updated threshold value equals to the topology
based utility metric for message destination, enabling message
replication to the candidate node with better utility metric
than this cached threshold.
B. Limiting the Number of Copies for Replication
As compared to those in the former branch, the routing
schemes in this branch assume that when enough nodes
in the network are sufficiently mobile, a limited number
of replications of each message can guarantee the message
delivery. In [15], a scheme called Spray-and-Wait (SaW) is
proposed, where a copy ticket for each message is initialized
as L. Then, only (L −1) message copies are allowed for repli-
cation. Previous works [16]–[18] in this branch also consider
using the utility metric for encounter prediction. In particular,
instead of relying on the direct encounter between destination
and one of the (L − 1) message copies, relaying them via
intermediate nodes [15], [18] can speed up the message
delivery. For example, Spray-and-Focus (SaF) [15] further
adopts a forwarding scheme to decrease the delivery delay
via a utility forwarding scheme.
It is worth nothing the binary spray mechanism has been
proved to be effective and widely used by existing works,
where the way to distribute message copies is independent of
any encounter prediction. Contrary to above works, [27]–[29]
relies on a specific encounter prediction to heuristically
distribute message copies. The focus in [27] determines a
multiple periods for message copies spraying, where
some number of additional copies are sprayed in each
period. A similar work in [28] considers to dynamically
reduce the number of copies that a message can be replicated.
The work in [29] proposes a heuristic scheme to proportionally
distribute message copies.
C. Contributions
Following above previous works, we observe that even with
years of investigation, most previous works investigate “what
historical encounter information to maintain for predicting
delivery potential”, rather than “how to reliably and efficiently
deliver messages based on the delivery potential deducted from
historical encounter information”.
For instance, assuming that node i learns that j is a
better candidate node to carry message, whereas they rarely
encounter most likely. Following the routing strategy adopted
by previous works, node i has to always keep on carrying
this given message, until node j is in proximity, or until this
message is inevitably deleted due to expiration. As such, the
routing reliability in terms of both delivery delay and delivery
ratio are degraded. In addition to this, instead of always
flooding message, what to do when node i has no information
about other useful candidate node is also important.
In this article, we are mainly concerned with a well designed
routing framework that plays an important role on driving the
routing performance, instead of relying on a utility metric
for encounter prediction. Therefore, the contributions from
existing works on encounter prediction could be integrated
with our proposed EBRR and EBSR for further improvement,
in spite that integrating those encounter prediction based
heuristics [27]–[29] to spray message copies will need further
consideration.
III. PRELIMINARY
The encounter happens when pairwise nodes come into
the transmission range of each other. Based on the routing
decision, a copy of message is replicated to encountered node,
while the current carrier still keeps its message. A message is
either replicated via intermediate nodes, or directly delivered
when destination is in proximity. Mainly, the delivery ratio and
overhead ratio are more concerned, whereas the delivery delay
is less important due to the delay tolerant nature of DTNs.
Here, the routing information is exchanged simultaneously
when pairwise nodes encounter. Given a simple MAC layer
protocol, only one connection can be established among a set
of nodes. In other words, the routing decision/transmission will
not be operated in relation to an encountered node if it is busy
with transmitting messages to other nodes. Also, in networks
that are quite sparse, we expect that only a few nodes would
be close enough each time to compete for the same bandwidth.
Considering DTNs are generally with sparse network density,
referring to a light weight VSNs, the overhead in relation to
exchanging routing information can be ignored by referring
to [12]. Meanwhile, messages are with large size compared to
the size of routing table, thus we are mainly concerned with
the buffer occupation for data messages.
A. Single Message Case
Based on a pure flooding scheme Epidemic [9], the
Delivery Probability (DP) that considers only one message for
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transmission, is calculated as:
DP = 1 − (1 − PR)R (1)
where R as the replication redundancy, is the number of
message copies including the original message in the network.
Meanwhile, PR is the probability that each copy is delivered
along an independent routing path, before message expiration
deadline. The equation (1) calculates the probability that at
least one of the R message copies is delivered. Here, we
observe that a larger value of PR and R increase the message
delivery probability.
Since a node normally has sufficient buffer space to
receive single message, PR can be converted as equation (2),
where D is the encounter duration and b is the transmission
bandwidth.
PR =
Z∏
x=1
(
D × b
S
)
(2)
Where:
PR =
{
0 if D×bS < 1
1 if D×bS ≥ 1
(3)
Equations (2) and (3) imply that the encounter duration D
must be long enough at each hop, for successfully transmitting
each message with the size of S. Here, we denote Z as the
maximum hop of delivered message.
Based on [30], under Random WayPoint (RWP) mobility
model, the replication redundancy R when the network size
grows large, is presented as:
R = K
1 + (K − 1)e−βK t (4)
where t is the current time in the network, and K is the total
number of nodes. Note that the condition (t > 0) holds the
nature that a network is active, meaning no message generation
or nodal movement will start given (t = 0). Besides, (β = 1T )
as the encounter rate, is inverse to the inter-meeting time T .
Considering both encounter duration and buffer space are
sufficient, equation (1) is converted as:
DP =1−
(
1−
(
Initial Message Lifetime − t
Initial Message Lifetime
)) K
1+(K−1)e−
K t
T
(5)
Here, with a large value of K :
DP ≈ 1 −
(
1 −
(
Initial Message Lifetime − t
Initial Message Lifetime
))e K tT
(6)
It is observed that given an initial message lifetime, the
delivery probability is increased by using more message copies
as well as diffusing them fast, requiring a small T which is
inherently in relation to either a small network size or large
transmission range.
Since the remaining message lifetime is reduced following
the increased t , the message should be delivered before this
expiration deadline for reliability. Here, a smaller value of t
implies a less number message copies generated, whereas
TABLE I
LIST OF NOTATIONS
a larger PR requires a smaller t . Therefore, awaiting to
generate more message copies does not always play a positive
effect on message delivery, given a message expiration
deadline. With this in mind, if considering the quality of
mobile node to relay the message, selecting the one with good
delivery potential to carry message copy is essential to achieve
a fast and efficient delivery.
B. Multiple Messages Case
If considering there are multiple messages for transmission,
then:
PR =
Z∏
x=1
(
(D × b − ϑ × S)
S
)
(7)
Here, ϑ is the number of other messages have been
successfully transmitted/received during an encounter. Since
a large R reflects a large number of other messages to be
transmitted/received, decreasing T does not always contribute
to a large PR . This is because that if
(
(D×b−ϑ×S)
S
)
< 1, the
delivery probability of this given message is deteriorated.
Besides, since a large number of generated messages yields
a large number of copies, the nodal buffer space B should be
considered at receiver side, where:
PR =
Z∏
x=1
(
(B − ϑ × S)
S
)
(8)
If too many messages are replicated at this encounter
opportunity, the available buffer space may be insufficient
for receiving the subsequent messages. Here, we consider the
general behavior of routing scheme, that receiver will allocate
buffer space for any incoming message, by deleting a message
from its local buffer space. In light of this, some of the already
carried messages on receiver side have to be deleted, as such
the delivery of these deleted messages is deteriorated due to
a less number of their copies existing in network.
Generally, although preventing message replication does
reduce ϑ , this operation inevitably decreases the delivery
probability for other messages, considering T and message
lifetime. With this in mind, the research in this article focuses
on designing a routing framework that controlling the ϑ via
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Fig. 1. Illustration of nodal encounter.
efficient decision, meanwhile guaranteeing message delivery.
The notations used for our design are listed in TABLE I.
C. Definition of Utility Metric
Based on above analysis, a node with better quality of
utility metric implies a higher message delivery potential.
Given the encounter factors between nodes Ni and N j , where
Ni , N j ∈ K, we address encounter count Ci, j , encounter
duration Di, j and inter-meeting time Ti, j .
With the aforementioned discussion on the encounter factors
that affect delivery probability, we observe that (Ti, j − Di, j )
has advantage than only considering Ti, j . This is because
that both a lower Ti, j and longer Di, j reflects a lower value
of (Ti, j − Di, j ). In other words, Ni and N j would have short
time to encounter each other, while with a long encounter
duration for message transmission at previous encounter
opportunity, as the encounter gap highlighted in Fig.1.
It is worth noting that since different combinations of
encounter durations and inter meeting times may result in
the same encounter gap, their number of encounters Ci, j is
considered to average the value of (Ti, j − Di, j ). Then, we
define the utility Ui, j as:
Ui, j =
T (Ci, j =1)i, j +
∑H
(Ci, j =2)
(
T (Ci, j )i, j − D
(Ci, j −1)
i, j
)
H
(9)
where H is the value of current encounter count. For example,
assuming T (Ci, j =1)i, j = 20, D
(Ci, j =1)
i, j = 2 at the 1st encounter,
while Ci, j = 2 and T (Ci, j =2)i, j = 10 are recorded for the second
encounter, then Ui, j is calculated as:
Ui, j = 20 + (10 − 2)2 = 14 (10)
Note that given the 1st time encounter, the encounter duration
is 0 as pairwise nodes did not meet in the past. This intention
to estimate an average value of (Ti, j − Di, j ) is because
the topology based utility metric inevitably becomes to be
unstable, particularly under the high dynamic scenario.
D. Update Routing Information
Regarding information update between any pairwise
encountered nodes, Ti, j is always updated prior to Di, j ,
because the valid encounter duration is only calculated when
the link between two nodes is disrupted. Besides, Ti, j is
updated when Ci, j changes, which implies a new value of
Ti, j should be calculated for a new encounter. Considering
their encounter for the 1st time, Ui, j is simply updated
TABLE II
AN EXAMPLE OF ROUTING TABLE IN N1
Algorithm 1 Update Routing Information
1: if A connection between Ni and N j is established then
2: both Ni and N j update the number of encounter Ci, j
3: both Ni and N j update the inter-meeting time Ti, j
4: both Ni and N j update the utility Ui, j
5: for each Nx ∈ K encountered by Ni in the past do
6: if Nx = N j then
7: skip this Nx
8: else if Nx is encountered by N j in the past then
9: if (Ui,x > Ui, j + U j,x) then
10: replace the value Ui,x with (Ui, j + U j,x)
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: else if The connection between Ni and N j is disrupted
then
15: both Ni and N j update the encounter duration Di, j
16: end if
given (Ti, j − 0). Otherwise, it is updated according to
equation (9).
Using an example in TABLE II, U1,4 = (20 − 0)
is calculated for the 1st encounter. Based on the existing
information about N6, assuming that if N1 encoun-
ters N6 for the 3rd time with T
(C1,6=3)
1,6 = 16, then
U1,6 = (T
(C1,6=1)
1,6 −0)+(T
(C1,6=2)
1,6 −D
(C1,6=1)
1,6 )+(T
(C1,6=3)
1,6 −D
(C1,6=2)
1,6 )
3 =
19+(16−8)
3 = 9. Note that the cumulative utility is the
historically recorded cumulative value, which equals to
T (C1,6=1)1,6 +
∑2
(C1,6=2)
(
T (C1,6)1,6 − D(C1,6−1)1,6
)
= 19 illustrated
in TABLE II.
Here, denoting Nd as the destination of message M , N j
is considered as a better candidate node than Ni , given
that (U j,d < Ui,d ). In addition to above direct encounter, the
transitivity is based on the observation that if Ni has high
potential to encounter N j , and similarly for the encounter
between N j and Nd . Then Ni has a good chance to relay
its carried message M to Nd through N j . Such a relation is
implemented as follows:
Ui,d =
{
Ui, j + U j,d if (Ui,d > Ui, j + U j,d)
Ui,d else
(11)
Note that this transitivity for Ni is not updated if Ni itself
has a better potential for message delivery. This distributed
updating is implemented after information exchange between
pairwise nodes. In Algorithm 1, the pseudo-codes between
lines 9 and 10 present the process of updating the transitivity
of Ui, j . Here, both Ni and N j update the transitivity for
any Nx that encountered in the past, where Nx includes Nd .
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Algorithm 2 Routing Strategy of EBRR
1: initialize the value of ∇M
2: for each encounter between Ni and N j do
3: for each M carried by Ni do
4: directly deliver M if it is destined to N j
5: update ∇M if N j has a copy of M
6: update ∇M if ((Ui,d < ∇M ) and (Ui,d = N/A))
7: if (U j,d = N/A) then
8: if (∇M > U j,d) then
9: update ∇M towards U j,d
10: replicate M to N j
11: else if (∇M > T iniM − T elaM ) then
12: replicate M to N j
13: end if
14: else
15: replicate M according to RPM
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
IV. DESIGN OF EBRR
A. Routing Framework
Upon previous background on utility metric, EBRR is
presented based on the proposed routing framework in this
section. As illustrated in Algorithm 2, before making any
routing decision, Ni will deliver the message M destined
to Nd , only if Ni directly encounters Nd . Besides, if a message
copy is already in the buffer of N j , then the routing framework
ignores the process of this message.
1) Utility Replication: This routing phase happens if N j has
obtained the information about U j,d . In this case, the condition
(Ui,d > U j,d) is used to make message replication, since
N j has a higher potential to encounter Nd .
Further to this, the concept of DF [26] is utilized to
enhance routing efficiency. We define an additional flag ∇M
in message M , initialized as:
∇M =
{
Ui,d if (Ni has knowledge about Ui,d )
+∞ else (12)
For each message generation, ∇M is initialized as an infinitely
large value if Ni did not encounter Nd in the past,
which implies the least delivery potential. Otherwise, ∇M is
initialized as the value of Ui,d , considering that Ni has already
met Nd since message generation.
Upon this initialization, the message M is replicated to N j
given the condition:
(∇M > U j,d) (13)
Here, the value of ∇M will be updated towards U j,d , recorded
as the utility metric of previous encountered node, to compare
with that of an upcoming encountered node. In light of this,
the condition (13) focuses on comparing the utility metrics,
only between the currently encountered node and previously
encountered node, instead of comparing that between the
currently encountered node and message carrier.
If considering that N j already has a copy of M , the values
of ∇M in the messages carried by both Ni and N j , are updated
towards a smaller value between them. This is important to
make a converged routing decision, as the highly dynamic
mobility results in large variation of nodal utility metric.
We further make a modification that the ∇M is updated
according to Ui,d , given (∇M > Ui,d ). Considering the
condition (∇M > Ui,d > U j,d), this is different from original
DF which does not adopt the utility metric of message carrier
for comparison, even if the latter is with a better potential.
It is worth noting that since the proposed utility metric is
estimated in an accumulative manner, Ui,d would be with
a small variation. As such, adaptively updating ∇M to Ui,d
further promotes the convergence of routing decision.
2) Conditional Replication: Considering that N j does not
meet the condition (13), to always keep the message would
result in a longer delivery delay, or even degrade the delivery
probability due to a short message lifetime.
Therefore, we present the condition (14) to deliver message
before expiration deadline, as given by:
(T elaM + Ui,d ≤ T iniM ) (14)
Here, T elaM is denoted as the elapsed time since
message generation, while T iniM is denoted as the
initialized message lifetime. For message delivery before
remaining message lifetime (T iniM − T elaM ), Ui,d should not
be longer than the value of (T iniM − T elaM ). Thus the intention
of using condition (Ui,d > T iniM − T elaM ) to make message
replication, implies N j would encounter other nodes meet the
condition (Ui,d > U j,d) in future.
Since replicating additional message copies increases rout-
ing overhead, we further utilize DF and convert the condition
(Ui,d > T iniM − T elaM ) into:
(∇M > T iniM − T elaM ) (15)
The condition (15) implies that, even ∇M as the smallest
value of U j,d recorded in the network, is still longer than
the remaining message lifetime. Therefore, the redundancy is
reduced, by using this routing phase to compensate message
delivery if the better candidate node is not met.
3) Probabilistic Replication: This operation is performed if
the value of U j,d is “N/A”, meaning that N j did not meet
Nd in the past. Here, instead of blindly flooding messages,
a replication probability RPM is defined:
RPM =
(
1 − T
ini
M − T elaM
T iniM
)CM
(16)
Based on equation (16), we observe a shorter remaining
message lifetime (T iniM − T elaM ) contributes to a larger RPM ,
meaning that M is not with sufficient period to survive in
the network. Particularly, RPM is also increased based on a
small CM which is as the estimated number of copies for M .
In this context, both a long message remaining lifetime as
well as a large number of copies contribute to a high delivery
probability.
Since all the nodes in the networks are differentiated by
their IDs, we propose a heuristic method to estimate the
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Fig. 2. Updating the knowledge about number of nodes have carried M.
number of nodes which have carried the message. Here, an
additional flag in each message is used to keep a list of these
IDs, and its initialization is performed by recording the ID of
node that generates the message. Therefore, the initial value
of CM equals to 1.
Upon a successful transmission from Ni to N j , the message
including its replicated copy in both Ni and N j , will record the
ID of N j . Moreover, the nodal IDs will be exchanged when
pairwise encountered nodes both carrying the message or its
copy. As an example in Fig.2 where Ni and N j encounter
each other and both of them already carried the same M , then
the knowledge about the number of nodes which carried M
in the past, is extended by sending the handshake request to
exchange nodal IDs. Note that this information exchange is
operated together with the exchange of routing information,
when Ni and N j encounter.
B. Message Management
1) Message Transmission: As aforementioned, (T iniM −T elaM )
is calculated as the remaining message lifetime. Then,
a positive value of ((T iniM − T elaM )−∇M ) implies this message
can be delivered within the remaining lifetime, given their
encounter potential U j,d as recorded in ∇M . Thus, considering
the mobility of the candidate node, (T
ini
M −T elaM )−∇M
(T iniM −T elaM )
implies the
possibility that each message copy is successfully delivered
before the expiration deadline.
Next, by considering the number of message copies, a larger
(K − CM ) implies this message has not been extensively
replicated, in the network consisting of total K nodes. In other
word, this given message can still be replicated with (K −CM )
times, as CM copies have already existed. Since increasing
the number of message copies enhances the message delivery
ratio, the message with a larger value of (K − CM ) is more
important.
Based on the above, we thus define the utility UM to qualify
each message, where:
UM = 1 −
(
1 − (T
ini
M − T elaM ) − ∇M
(T iniM − T elaM )
)(K−CM )
(17)
The equation (17) estimates the possibility of a message,
that can be delivered via at most (K − CM ) copies within the
following (T iniM − T elaM ) remaining lifetime. As such, the
message with the largest UM is with the highest priority for
transmission.
In another case if the information about U j,d is unavailable,
UM is then defined as:
UM = 1 −
(
1 − T
ini
M − T elaM
T iniM
)(K−CM )
(18)
Here, since the delivery potential of encountered node is not
qualified in this case, messages are only qualified according
to (T iniM − T elaM ). The equation (18) estimates the possibility
that a message can be delivered before its maximum expiration
deadline T iniM , similar to the discussion on equation (5).
Based on the above discussion, UM is defined as:
UM =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 −
(
1− (T
ini
M − T elaM )−∇M
(T iniM − T elaM )
)(K−CM )
if U j,d = N/A (Case 1)
1−
(
1− T
ini
M − T elaM
T iniM
)(K−CM )
else (Case 2)
(19)
Comparing with those replicated via Utility Replication Phase,
messages replicated via Probabilistic Replication Phase are
considered with a lower priority for transmission. This is
because that it is desirable to transmit the message with a
higher priority if the utility metric in relation to destination is
available, rather than naively transmitting those if not knowing
their destinations.
2) Buffer Management: If N j does not have sufficient buffer
space to receive the incoming M , N j then deletes its stored
messages from the one with the lowest UM . Following the
same rule for message transmission, messages with the UM
estimated in Case 2, are deleted prior to those with the UM
estimated in Case 1.
If a message copy is successfully delivered, it is essential
to delete other copies of this message in the network, in order
to free the buffer space for the undelivered messages. In this
case, each node maintains a list to record the IDs of delivered
messages in the network, then exchanges and updates the
information in this list. In the worst case that a node does
not have this knowledge, may constantly carry the delivered
message copy until the destination node is in proximity, the
destination will delete this copy since it has been already
received.
Here, when pairwise nodes encounter, the knowledge on IDs
of delivered messages will be exchanged together with nodal
maintained encounter information, where fast disseminating
this knowledge benefits from a highly mobile network charac-
teristic. Since the ID is with string based format, the bandwidth
consumption regarding exchanging those IDs information
could be ignored comparing with transmitting data messages.
C. Properties of EBRR
The analysis is based on the Random WayPoint (RWP)
mobility model, where the meeting times of pairwise nodes
are Independent and Identically Distributed (IID). The number
of nodes in the network is denoted as K. Here, we assume that
bandwidth and buffer space are infinite, to avoid the factor of
resource contention.
Property 1: The Utility Replication Phase enhances the
routing efficiency.
Proof: Referring to [26], based on a given utility metric
for making routing decision, using original DF reduces the
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redundancy dramatically from O(K ) to O(
√
K ), where the
replication redundancy when using original DF in Utility
Replication Phase is derived as:
RDF (g) ≈ (1 + √g) ×
√
K = (1 + √g) × 2x (20)
Here, g as the gap between the maximum delivery potential
and initial value, is calculated as g = 1 − 1Ui,d given that the
delivery potential is inverse to Ui,d . For example, the delivery
potential is considered as 0 if Ni did not meet Nd in the
past. Meanwhile, the assumption 2x = √K made in [26]
implies that the routing decision goes above the threshold by
updating ∇M for x times. Therefore, in the worst case that
Ni never met Nd , we have Ui,d = +∞. Then we approximate
g = 1 − 1Ui,d ≈ 1 − 0 = 1, as such RDF (g) ≈ 2
√
K .
In our Utility Replication Phase:
R′DF (g) ≈ (1 +
√
g ) × (1 + λ)x ≤ RDF (g) (21)
Here, the replication process in Utility Replication Phase is
controlled by λ, where λ ∈ [0, 1] is in relation to dynamically
updating ∇M towards Ui,d given the condition (∇M > Ui,d ).
Note that since only (λ = 1) is held if (∇M ≤ Ui,d ), then the
above discussion implies the further improved efficiency of
Utility Replication Phase. Although the above analysis is based
on the ideal case that the node encounter rate is independent of
their utility metric, the improvement in replication redundancy
when using DF is even greater in case that utility metric
and encounter rate are identical, as discussed in [26]. In this
context, this property is also applicable to the scenario with
more complicated mobility pattern, which will be shown
in section VI.
Property 2: The Conditional Replication Phase enhances
the performance regarding delivery ratio and delivery delay.
Proof: According to [30], the scale of delivery delay in
Direct Delivery, Delay(DD) follows E MT , as the Expected
Meeting Time for any pairwise encountered nodes. Also,
the scale of delivery delay in Epidemic, Delay(Epidemic)
follows
(
E MT ×ln K
K−1
)
, as an optimal redundancy based
multi-hop routing. Then:
Delay(DD) > Delay(Utili ty) > Delay(Epidemic) (22)
In the worst case that the encountered node has a lower
value U j,d is always unavailable, the Utility Replication Phase
degrades to be Direct Delivery, because the message is only
delivered only when the destination is met. In contrast, it
behaves as Epidemic, because messages are always replicated
to encountered nodes, if any encountered node has a lower
value of U j,d than ∇M .
Recall that the condition (∇M > T iniM − T elaM ) makes
message replication in Conditional Replication Phase, only
when the condition (∇M > U j,d) in Utility Replication Phase
is not met. In light of this, a larger probability that messages
are replicated from Ni to N j reduces the delivery delay, as
such increasing the possibility to deliver messages before the
expiration deadline.
Property 3: By using DF in Conditional Replication Phase,
the replication redundancy is reduced as compared to the case
if not using DF.
Proof: Recall that the condition (Ui,d > T iniM − T elaM )
is used if not using DF. While in Conditional Replication
Phase, the condition (∇M > T iniM − T elaM ) is adopted instead.
Based on the discussion for Property 1, we observe that the
condition (∇M ≤ Ui,d ) is always met, given the dynamic
updating process in Utility Replication Phase. In light of this,
by using the smallest value of Ui,d , implied as the best delivery
potential recorded in the past to compare with (T iniM − T elaM ),
the replication redundancy is further reduced.
The performance is evaluated using the Opportunistic
Network Environment (ONE) [31] version 1.41, a well known
java based simulator used for the research on routing in DTNs.
We validate the properties of EBRR, under the RWP scenario
with 1000×1000 m2 area, consisting of K = 100 mobile
nodes with the constant 3 m/s moving speed. The communica-
tion technique is set with 10m transmission range. Messages
are randomly generated from mobile nodes for every 30s with
1KB size and default 90 minutes lifetime, while the buffer
space for all nodes in the network is configured to be infinite.
Therefore, there is no contention from bandwidth and buffer
space.
Here, we specify different versions of EBRR to examine
the discussed properties:
• EBRR (U): The version only the Utility Replication Phase
is performed.
• EBRR (U&C): The version that Utility Replication and
Conditional Replication Phases are performed.
• EBRR (U&P): The version that Utility Replication and
Probabilistic Replication Phases are performed.
The intentions for this scenario configuration are because:
Firstly, the exponential distribution of E MT is a widely
adopted assumption in literature [32]. Although the distri-
bution in realistic motilities may be more complicated, we
assume an exponential distribution of delivery time5 in this
article. Moreover, further simulation results in Section VI
show that this tractable simplification performs well in a
realistic Helsinki city scenario. Secondly, we guarantee a
sparse network density following the assumption in Section III,
by using a small device transmission range where end-to-end
connectivities are difficult to create, partially referring to [15].
Thirdly, an appropriately set moving speed is required, as
for 3 m/s in the 1000×1000 m2. This is because that either
a slow moving speed can not enable EBRR to achieve a
close performance of Epidemic, or a fast moving speed can
not reflect the performance gaps between different versions
of EBRR.
For well examining the properties, we further present
a degraded version of EBRR that not using DF, namely
EBRR (D) as presented in Algorithm 3. To measure the
full activity of the network, the message generation ends
up before 16200s with additional 5400s to consume the
unexpired messages while results are plotted with 95%
confidence interval. The delivery ratio is given by the
5The encounter meeting times between destination and different nodes
carrying a message copy are exponentially distributed with means 1β1 ,1
β2
....
1
βR
where R ≤ K . Then the minimum delivery delay that the destination
meets any one of these nodes is 1β1+β2+.....βR .
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Fig. 3. Results regarding the discussion of EBRR. (a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delivery latency. (c) Overhead ratio.
Fig. 4. Performance given increased speed and transmission range. (a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delivery latency. (c) Overhead ratio.
Algorithm 3 Strategy of EBRR (D)
1: for each encounter between Ni and N j do
2: for each M carried by Ni do
3: directly deliver M if it is destined to N j
4: if (U j,d = N/A) then
5: if (Ui,d is unavailable) then
6: replicate M
7: else if (Ui,d > U j,d) then
8: replicate M to N j
9: else if (Ui,d > T iniM − T elaM ) then
10: replicate M to N j
11: end if
12: else
13: replicate M according to RPM
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
ratio between the number of messages delivered and the
total number of messages generated. The overhead ratio is
given by the ratio between the number of relayed messages
(excluding the delivered messages) and the number of
delivered messages. The average delivery latency is given by
the end-to-end average time spent for delivering messages
from the source to destination.
Here, Epidemic and Direct Delivery are the upper bound and
low bound of the performance. In Fig.3(a), the improvement
of Conditional Replication Phase regarding delivery ratio, as
discussed in Property 2, is observed given the comparison
between EBRR (U) and EBRR (U&C). Meanwhile, the
improvement of this regarding delivery delay is shown given
comparing EBRR with EBRR (U&P) in Fig.3(b).
In Fig.3(c), when comparing EBRR with EBRR (U&C),
we observe Probabilistic Replication Phase does not yield too
much redundancy. This is because a long message lifetime
results in a small RPM , meaning that it is unnecessary to
replicate message if it can still survive for certain time.
Here, the Conditional Replication Phase makes more message
replication if with short message lifetime. In contrast, the
replication redundancy is dramatically reduced, due to using
∇M to compare with remaining long message lifetime. Further
concerning EBRR (D), Properties 1 and 3 enable EBRR
to achieve a lower overhead ratio. This observation shows
that Conditional Replication Phase overcomes the limitation
of Utility Replication Phase, in which the encounter gap is
defined based on inter-meeting time, number of encounters as
well as encounter duration.
In Fig.4(a), Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c), we further increase the
nodal speed and transmission range, where EBRR achieves the
best improvement in terms of decreased delivery latency while
with a high delivery ratio. This is because that a faster speed
and large transmission range increases the possibility that
destination is met. In particular, compared with EBRR (D),
EBRR achieves a decreased overhead ratio given large trans-
mission range. This shows the efficiency of EBRR if being
applied in realistic VANETs even the network is relatively
not sparse.
V. DESIGN OF EBSR
Given the advantage of proposed routing framework, we
then extend EBRR by limiting the number of message copies
and propose a spray based routing scheme, namely Encounter
Based Spray Routing (EBSR). Note that both EBRR and
EBSR share the same operation for updating the routing
information.
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Algorithm 4 Strategy of EBSR
1: initialize the value of ∇M
2: for each encounter between Ni and N j do
3: for each M carried by Ni do
4: directly deliver M if it is destined to N j
5: update ∇M if N j has a copy of M
6: update ∇M if ((Ui,d < ∇M ) and (Ui,d = N/A))
7: if (U j,d = N/A) then
8: if ((∇M > U j,d) and (L > 1)) then
9: update ∇M towards U j,d
10: replicate M to N j with L2
11: keep (L − L2 ) for M in Ni
12: else if ((∇M > U j,d) and (L = 1)) then
13: update ∇M towards U j,d
14: forward M to N j using single copy
15: else if ((∇M > T iniM − T elaM ) and (L > 1)) then
16: replicate M to N j with L2
17: keep (L − L2 ) for M in Ni
18: end if
19: else if ((U j,d = N/A) and (L > 1)) then
20: replicate M to N j with L2 , according to S PM
21: keep (L − L2 ) copy tickets for M in Ni
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
In EBSR, each message is only replicated up to (L − 1)
times, where L is a parameter defined according to the
scenario. Given the nature of spray based routing scheme, the
value of L will be distributed upon each message replication.
Here, we adopt the binary tree mechanism6 to distribute the
value of L.
A. Routing Framework
1) Utility Spraying: Similar to EBRR, the condition
(∇M > U j,d) is adopted to select a better relay node, whereas
the routing decision depends on the current value of L.
• The (L > 1) case: Since this case implies that
message can still be sprayed, the message with
(L > 1) copy tickets is replicated to N j given the
condition (∇M > U j,d). Meanwhile, the value of L
will be equally distributed, for the replicated message in
N j and the original carried message in Ni . That is, the
replicated message is allocated with L2 copy tickets, while
the original message keeps the rest (L − L2 ) copy tickets,
as illustrated between lines 8 and 11 in Algorithm 4.
• The (L = 1) case: Here, the message is only forwarded
using single copy, towards a better relay node meets
the condition (∇M > U j,d), as illustrated between
lines 12 and 14 in Algorithm 4. This operation further
6Given that the binary spray mechanism has been rigorously proven to
be effective [15] and widely used by previous works, thus EBSR adopts
this mechanism. Since our focus in this article is the design of the routing
framework consisting of the proposed three phases, further concerning about
how to distribute such (L − 1) copies depending on encounter prediction is
out of discussion herein.
expedites the message process by utilizing the mobility
of other intermediate nodes, rather than only waiting for
the direct encounter between Nd .
2) Conditional Spraying: Considering that the Utility
Spraying Phase does not work given (∇M ≤ U j,d),
the message spraying is determined by the condition
(∇M > T iniM − T elaM ), with the operations presented at
lines 16 and 17. Referring to the motivation of Conditional
Replication Phase in EBRR, here a message copy allocated
with L2 copy tickets is replicated to N j .
3) Probabilistic Spraying: Recall that this routing phase is
performed only if (U j,d = N/A) while the number of message
copies is limited up to (L − 1) in EBSR, then the message
spraying probability S PM is defined as:
S PM =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(
1 − T
ini
M − T elaM
T iniM
)CM
if CM < L
(
1 − T
ini
M − T elaM
T iniM
)L
else
(23)
Since only the message with (L > 1) copy tickets is processed
and M is normally sprayed with L2 copy tickets in EBSR, then
the given (L −1) message copies requires O(log2(L)) epochs
to be fully sprayed.
Similar to that in EBRR, the value of CM is initialized
with 1 since message generation and increased by 1 upon
each successful transmission. In EBSR, we still consider the
message with (L > 1) copy tickets as one message copy,
although it can be further sprayed. For example, assuming
L is initialized as 8 and equally distributed for the 1st time
spraying, then if a message with 4 remaining copy tickets
is requested for the 2nd time spraying, S PM is calculated
as
(
1 − T iniM −T elaM
T iniM
)2
because the value of CM is updated to
2 after 1st time spraying.
B. Message Management
The UM in EBSR is defined as follows:
UM =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1−
(
1− (T
ini
M − T elaM )−∇M
(T iniM −T elaM )
)L
if U j,d = N/A (Case 1)
1−
(
1− T
ini
M − T elaM
T iniM
)L
else (Case 2)
(24)
Given that the value of L follows the binary distribution, the
message entitled with L copy tickets implies it can still be
replicated with (L − 1) times. Therefore, a large value of L
increases the possibility that one of (L − 1) copies could be
delivered. Similar to that in EBRR, the message transmission
and storage management in EBSR follow the same rule as
discussed for EBRR in Section 4.
C. Properties of EBSR
Property 4: The Utility Spraying Phase reduces the
transmission overhead for the message with (L = 1) copy
ticket.
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TABLE III
RESULTS REGARDING THE DISCUSSION OF EBSR
Proof: This is because this given message is relayed to
the node with the smallest value of U j,d recorded in the past,
rather than being relayed to the node only with a smaller value
than Ui,d . Therefore, a less number of nodes not significantly
contributing to delivery will participate intermediate relay, as
such the number of transmissions is further reduced based on
the converged routing decision.
Property 5: The Conditional Spray Phase enhances the
performance regarding delivery ratio the delivery delay.
Proof: This proof can be referred to Property 2, as
discussed for EBRR in Section 4.
For validation, we initialize (L = 10), which is chosen
following 10% number of nodes in the network, as suggested
by [15]. In particular, referring to the design of original
EBSR and EBRR (D), EBSR (D) as the degraded version of
EBSR is also evaluated.
Here, the characteristics of three routing phases of EBSR
as well as its properties, are observed from the results
in TABLE III. Note that the reason that EBSR is with a
slightly higher average delivery latency, is because EBSR only
selects the nodes with the historically best U j,d , different from
EBSR (D) only selecting that with a currently better potential.
Therefore, some of the intermediate nodes are not selected in
EBSR, which reduces the overhead ratio. Meanwhile, since
the number of message copies is limited up to (L − 1)
herein, a slightly higher overhead ratio achieved by EBSR is
considered to be less critical.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The nature of EBRR and EBSR have been discussed and
validated in previous sections. Here, the main evaluation is
based on the medium Helsinki city scenario in ONE shown
in Fig.5. Considering as a community mobility model, we
deploy 7 types of interest points on the map. 10 mobile nodes
of each group are allocated with individual interest points,
as highlighted from A-G on the map, with 80% probability
moving around these points and 20% probability just roaming
in the entire network. Note that mobile nodes will encounter
more likely and frequently due to a high moving probability
around interest points.
Each node chooses the shortest path to an interested
point via the Dijkstra’s shortest path scheme, depending on
their current location and moving speed. Referring to [33],
Fig. 5. Illustration of scenario.
the communication technique is configured as 4 Mbit/s
bandwidth and 30m transmission range, considering as a low
power WiFi technique. The default buffer space is limited
to 40MB. We assume there are light weight vehicles in the
network, with moving speed varies between [3∼10] m/s. Note
that the network is sparse and highly dynamic, since the
number of connectivities is small as compared to underlying
8300×7400 m2 geographic area.
Envisioning for large file transmission like multimedia con-
tent, the message size is set with 1MB such that a transmission
contention would exist. Messages are generated for a randomly
selected source-destination pair, with 30s generation interval,
90 minutes lifetime. In order to fully examine the delivery
reliability, the message generation starts from 0s and ends
at 37800s, with additional 5400s to consume the unexpired
messages.
It is highlighted that the ONE simulator has a simple
MAC implementation. Before making any routing decision/
transmission, there is a check function to determine whether
the encountered node is in the status of transferring, meaning
that node is communicating with others at the moment. If that
happens, no additional operation in relation to that node will
be done. This makes our simulation valid for transmitting
large file messages as configured herein.
We select the following previous works for comparison:
• RAPID [13]: It adopts a random variable to represent
the encounter between pairwise encountered nodes, and
replicates messages in the descending order according to
a marginal utility. In detail, the marginal utility is calcu-
lated based on the ratio between the decreased delivery
delay and message size. The message estimated with a
positive value of the marginal utility is then replicated
for bandwidth usage. Its application scenario is applicable
for VSNs.
• SaF [15]: A spray based routing scheme selected to
compare with EBSR. SaF initially sprays a number of L
copies of each message via the binary spray mechanism.
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Fig. 6. Influence of movement interest. (a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delivery latency. (c) Overhead ratio.
Fig. 7. Influence of message generation interval. (a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delivery latency. (c) Overhead ratio.
Once L message copies have been distributed to (L − 1)
intermediate nodes, these L copies are further relayed
towards a better relay node based on recent encounter
time.
• AaR [12]: A replication based routing scheme designed
for VSNs scenario, using historical geographic informa-
tion of mobile destination. AaR is selected to compare
against the topology based routing schemes (e.g., RAPID,
SaF, EBRR and EBSR). In AaR, messages are replicated
via two phases, namely approach and roam phases, to
efficiently and fast make message replication towards an
estimated movement range of destination and effectively
guaranteeing message replication within this range for
delivery.
The default value L for EBSR and SaF is configured as 7,
referring to [15] that choosing L equals to about 10% of the
total number of nodes in the network. Meanwhile, the number
of nodes K is 70 under scenario.
A. Influence of Movement Interest
In Fig.6(a), we observe that increasing the movement
interest enhances the delivery ratio for all routing schemes.
This is because that a higher movement interest yields more
encounter opportunities at such interest points. In particular,
the spray based schemes, like EBSR and SaF are with an
observable performance improvement. This is because spray
based routing schemes rely more on the situation where nodes
are sufficient mobile to encounter each other, as reflected by a
high movement interest. Of course, if mobile nodes encounter
more likely thanks to an increased movement interest, the
average delivery latency is therefore reduced in Fig.6(b). This
is because the possibility to encounter message destination
is increased around interest points. Regarding the overhead
ratio in Fig.6(c), EBRR is with a dramatically decreased level
compared to previous works. It is worth noting that since
EBSR initially limits the number of message copies, it is with
a smoothly decreased overhead ratio.
B. Influence of Message Generation Interval
In Fig.7(a), EBSR achieves the highest delivery ratio even
with an aggressive traffic contention, thanks to only making a
limited number of message copies in the network for efficient
delivery. Given a low traffic contention, the replication based
routing schemes, like AaR, EBRR and RAPID begin to
outperform the spray based routing schemes like EBSR and
SaF, because of using more message copies. Furthermore,
EBSR is less sensitive to the traffic contention, by achieving
the smallest fluctuation regarding average delivery latency
in Fig.7(b). Interestingly, we observe that AaR, RAPID and
SaF suffer from a dramatically increased overhead ratio, in
contrast to EBRR and EBSR maintaining a relatively stable
performance in Fig.7(c). This implies the proposed routing
framework is advanced for guaranteeing message delivery
given limited bandwidth, particularly when all schemes
achieve a close delivery ratio in Fig.7(a).
C. Influence of Buffer Space
Although EBRR and EBSR share the same design of routing
framework, the latter only yields a limited number of message
copies in the network, as such it performs better given small
buffer space in Fig.8(a). Thanks to the advantage of geographic
utility metric discussed in [12], AaR outperforms RAPID.
Although SaF initially sprays a limited number of message
copies, it has limitation due to not jointly considering the
mobility pattern. Therefore, the contention from limited buffer
space becomes to be critical at some key nodes which bridge
communication. In Fig.8(b), RAPID and SaF suffer from a
higher increase regarding average delivery latency. In contrast,
if with large buffer space, the average delivery latency is
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Fig. 8. Influence of buffer space. (a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delivery latency. (c) Overhead ratio.
Fig. 9. Influence of other conditions. (a) Delivery ratio versus initial L . (b) Delivery ratio versus utility metric. (c) Delivery ratio versus maximum waiting time.
increased since more messages will exist in network for
delivery. Apart from AaR, EBSR also maintains a stable
performance. Upon the discussion of EBRR given small buffer
space, it achieves a dramatically decreased overhead ratio
in Fig.8(c). Meanwhile, thanks to the nature of EBSR that
limiting the number of message copies, it maintains the lowest
and stablest performance. Here, although AaR is the best
related to the decrease of overhead ratio, its value is much
higher than EBRR.
D. Further Discussion
Fig.9(a) shows that EBSR is more advanced than SaF
in case that (L = 1). This implies that the definition of
U j,d better captures the nodal mobility pattern for encounter
prediction. Besides, if increasing the initial value of L, both
EBSR and SaF achieve the converged delivery ratio, because
the message delivery is improved by using more message
copies.
Upon previous results mainly discussing the characteristic
of routing framework, we now proceed discussing the
definition of utility metric. Here, we select EBRR (U&C)
and EBSR (U&C) of which the performance are purely in
relation to utility metric. In Fig.9(b), we observe that the case
only using Inter-Meeting Time (IMT) as the utility metric
achieves a worse performance than the case using our defined
metric. Considering that a node with a short inter-meeting time
may not have a long enough encounter duration, it may fail to
successfully transmit a message in spite of frequent encounter
opportunity. In addition to this, pairwise nodes may stay close
for a certain time duration due to the same movement interest,
whereas only using inter-meeting time does not take this factor
into account.
We further reduce the network dynamism, by setting a
maximum waiting time for each node. Fig.9(c) shows that
AaR performs worst in this case. This is because that the
advantage of geographic based utility metric is only applicable
under highly dynamic scenario. Concerning the spray based
routing schemes like EBSR and SaF, they suffer more
from performance degradation than replication based routing
schemes EBRR and RAPID. This is due to the nature of spray
based routing schemes that relying more on the sufficient nodal
mobility for efficient delivery.
In general, with Global Position System (GPS) this
assumption is natural in a pure VSNs, such that to support
the application of AaR. But more often than not, in a
heterogeneous network where only a proportion of vehicles
are with GPS, the intermediate communication relying on
those not with GPS is also necessary. Such situation could
benefit from using history encounter information, as EBRR
and EBSR. In both EBRR and EBSR, the storage overhead
of maintaining updated routing formation is O(K 2), which
is the same as compared routing schemes. In particular,
the result in Fig.9(b) indicates that using more historical
encounter information could improve routing performance
in DTNs, which is the same as the conclusion of previous
work. Recall that since the proposed routing framework is
somehow independent of the utility metric for encounter
prediction, a practical concern for routing overhead in relation
to information updating is out of the scope in this article.
In VANETs, if there are some other vehicles
(e.g. proceeding and following vehicles in each direction),
then the whole encounter duration (for these two vehicles)
might not be used for transmission/reception. Certain media
access algorithm [34] will determine and limit the accessing
the media and its duration (allocation time) within this
encounter duration. For practical implementation purpose,
algorithms should be tested with IEEE 802.11p + IEEE 1604
in VANETs applications.
Further to this, IPv6 uses the hop count in the Hop Limit
field instead of using time seconds in the Time-To-Live (TTL)
field, as in IPv4. Although IPv4 packets are designed to carry
the packet lifetime in seconds in the TTL field, this field is
used for the hop count in practice. In this case, there is no way
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to determine how long vehicles will keep carrying messages
when delivering messages in DTN nature. The pioneer work
in [35] proposing approaches for the delivery of IPv6 packets
in a DTN nature in partially connected networks could be
referred for this concern.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we addressed routing issue in DTNs
from another aspect, by focusing on the design of routing
framework. Upon the discussion on encounter factors affecting
message delivery, we proposed a novel routing framework
consisting of three phases. With this design in mind, we
generalized EBRR and EBSR, as the guideline to design
routing schemes following two major branches in literature.
Results under the scenario envisioned for VSNs showed
that, apart from which utility metric adopted for candidate
node selection (e.g., geographic based metric is advanced
than topology based encounter metric under highly dynamic
scenario), it is also essential to consider the design of routing
framework to reliably and efficiently deliver messages.
Of course, since the main focus in this article is the proposal
of routing framework that can be applied generally, the
performance of EBRR and EBSR could be improved if further
effort mainly focuses on dedicated encounter prediction.
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